CSDA COMPANY CERTIFICATION

JOIN TODAY!

Getting certified through CSDA means serious business. Give your clients the comfort of knowing you are a trustworthy brand -- Plus enjoy the benefits of joining CSDA's professional network.

727-577-5004
www.CSDA.org
info@CSDA.org
CSDA’s Company Certification Program is a company audit program specifically for sawing and drilling contractors. Developed by CSDA’s Certification Committee, the program provides owners, architects, engineers, general contractors and government officials with a valuable prequalification tool, improves the knowledge and skills of cutting contractors and enhances their public image.

Who is eligible for Certification?
A company must meet the following criteria to achieve certification:
- Meet the basic safety and insurance requirements of the industry
- Undertake sound operational and financial best practices
- Provide evidence it has took part in basic training or certification programs to better its employees and the company as a whole
- Successfully pass a written application review

How long does it take to complete the application?
If you have existing policies and procedures in place, the application will take approximately 2-6 hours to complete. If not, it will take longer.

Who decides if my application is accepted?
CSDA uses an independent third-party law firm to conduct reviews and audits of submitted application. The information provided on your application is confidential and is not shared with CSDA or any of its members. CSDA only receives notification when an application has been approved.

What are the benefits of becoming a Certified Company?
CSDA Certified Companies are marketed and promoted to specifiers in the concrete renovation industry, including architects, engineers, general contractors and government agencies. Your Certification is a valuable pre-qualification tool that sets you apart from the competition and in many cases, also fulfills other job certification requirements.

What is the cost and how long does my Certification last?
The application fee is $300 and your Certification is good for a period of one year. The annual renewal fee is $100, with an application update every 3 years.